Image registration framework for large-scale longitudinal MRI data sets: strategy and validation.
Advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies often require the transformation of large numbers of images into a common space. Calculating transformations that relate each image to every other and applying them to the images on demand are theoretically possible; however, these can be computationally prohibitive. Therefore, relating each image to only one other image, then linking those transforms together to relate any two images in the database, may be an efficient alternative. Evaluated were the feasibility and validity of image registration to bring intraindividual MR images into mutual correspondence for longitudinal analysis through the concatenation of precomputed transforms. A longitudinal data set of 10 multiple sclerosis patients with nine serial dual-echo spin-echo, 1.5-T MRI scans was used. Intrasubject registrations were performed stepwise between consecutive images and direct from each time point to the baseline. Consecutive transforms were concatenated and evaluated against direct registrations by comparing the resulting transformed images (using Pearson correlation coefficient). Confounding variables such as time between scans, brain atrophy, and change in lesion load were evaluated. We found the images resampled with the direct and the concatenated transforms to be highly correlated, and there was no significant difference between methods. Differences in brain parenchymal fraction (a measure of brain atrophy) showed significant inverse correlation with the correspondence of the resampled images. Results indicate that concatenating multiple transforms that link two images together produces near-identical results to that of direct registration; thus, this method is both useful and valid.